Collections—lib.purdue.edu

The Purdue University Library system includes more than 3.8 million printed volumes and electronic books, close to 165,000 electronic and print journals, more than 377,000 government documents, and over 86,000 microforms.

Libraries Online Search

Libraries Online Search is a platform that aggregates a large percentage of the library's electronic and print resources, making them all searchable at the same time from one central location. Users will find books, articles, images, datasets, graphs, charts, and many more different resource types.

Books

Newly acquired books are shelved using the Library of Congress (LC) call number system, which begins with a letter. Most other books use the Dewey Decimal System, which begin with a number. Please ask staff at the information desk in any library for help locating books.

Questions about your library account?

Contact Circulation Services:
765-494-0369 or circservices@purdue.edu
Renewals: go.lib.purdue.edu/myaccount

Course Reserves

E-reserves may be found by using the Course Reserves drop-down on the Libraries’ homepage to search by instructor or course number. Instructors are encouraged to take advantage of our new Library Reading List tool for electronic course reserves, integrated directly with Brightspace.

Website: lib.purdue.edu/course_reserves
Contact: reserves@purdue.edu

Theses and Dissertations

Purdue theses and dissertations published since Fall 2018 are available open access from the Hammer Research Repository. For 1997 through Summer 2018, see ProQuest’s Dissertations and Theses database. Theses and dissertations prior to 1997 can be requested through the Libraries catalog.

Copyright

For any questions on copyright, please contact the University Copyright Office. lib.purdue.edu/uco

Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery

Interlibrary Loan (ILL) (HSSE 256) supports the instructional, research, and scholarly activities of currently employed or enrolled West Lafayette faculty, staff, and students by obtaining research materials not owned by Purdue University Libraries and School of Information Studies. Document Delivery provides electronic scans of Purdue-owned materials from our physical collections.

ILL/DD request:
lib.purdue.edu/services/interlibrary-loan
Contact: 765-494-2800 or ill@purdue.edu

Reservable Spaces

To see a list and make reservations for group study rooms and other spaces, go to calendar.lib.purdue.edu.

Printing—(Prints, Posters, and 3-D Prints)

Printing is available in all Libraries. Color printing is available in the Veterinary Medicine Library (LYNN 1133D), HSSE Library (STEW 153), Hicks Undergraduate Library (HIKS G950), Parrish Library (KRAN 230), and the WALC. Poster Printing is available on the second floor of the Wilmethe Active Learning Center (WALC). In the WALC, Purdue University Libraries offers free 3-D printing for items less than 50 grams, with a total limit of 100g per month (to print over gram limit, please provide your own material).

For 3-D Printing: guides.lib.purdue.edu/3dprinting

Borrow Electronic Equipment

All electronic equipment, including cameras, tripods, hard drives, microcontrollers, and Raspberry Pis, is available at WALC.